Hi Fellow Vapors! We are changing our website to Powerhouse Vapor

Better pricing, better rewards, more products, & a bunch of new eliquid brands! please register for an account and we will transfer your reward points for you. If you have any questions please contact me christopher@goelectroniccigarette.com. Thank you for your continued support! note: this website will redirect in 7 days so please register now at the new site.

iGO 4 Vapor Cigarette

Feature Rich Super Cig!

- LED screen shows how many puffs were taken and how much battery life is left
- Easy to use touch charging system & Mag Charger
- iGO Clearomizer is a vapor production factory which can be easily cleaned and parts changed including the atomizer head!
- Kit includes ELiquid equal to 7 packs of cigarettes
- Have the freedom to vape anywhere!
- Free Shipping | One Year Warranty
Why GO! is your Best Choice for Electronic Cigarette:

1. Better Battery Technology
   - Bigger and more powerful batteries
   - Easy to use design
   - More vapor and extended battery life

2. Easy-to-Use Chargers
   - Touch Charging station, simply drop in the charger and GO!
   - New USB Mag charger for use in your car or on-the-go!
   - Just place the battery in the charger, no screwing action required
   - Stylish design great for any desk or counter!

3. State of the Art Clearomizer Technology
   - Can be cleaned and parts easily replaced
   - 7 colors to choose from
   - Form fitting mouthpiece
   - Huge vapor production
   - Bottom coil design for better e-liquid absorption

4. Variety of Flavored E-Liquid
   - Bigger and more powerful batteries
   - Easy to use design
   - More vapor and extended battery life
   - 100% Made in the USA
   - Huge vapor volume
   - Each 30ml bottle equivalent to 15-20 packs of traditional cigarettes
   - Different strength levels to choose from
   - Over 25 flavors to choose from and counting
   - Ingredients include distilled water, nicotine (when applicable)
   - Vegetable glycerin or a combination of propylene-glycol and
   - Vegetable glycerin, natural flavors, artificial flavors and citric acid

5. Benefits Over Traditional Cigarettes
   - NO ash, NO smell, NO tobacco smoke. Just Vapor!
   - E-cigarettes are usually called a vapor cigarette. Why? The produce vapor not tobacco smoke.
   - Smoke in places regular tobacco cigarettes are banned
   - Well over 90% cheaper than buying tobacco cigarettes
   - They tend to be more socially acceptable than cigarettes

See what the vaping community are saying about GO! electronic cigarette

"Super cig is an understatement! I don't even have a craving or want to smoke cigarettes anymore!"
Review by Phil Waters | Rank = 5 Stars

"The iGo 4 is superior to every other ecig i have used, no contest! BEST ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE EVER!!!"
Review by Victor B | Rank = 5 Stars

"The iGo4 is a little bigger then i like but i have to say it produces a lot of vapor and the battery lasts me for days. I might try the iGo3 for the smaller size. iGo4 still rocks! Great Product!"
Review by Sam Holatan | Rank = 5 Stars

"OMG Loving this! been smoke free for 3 weeks!"
Review by Ashley Barrett | Rank = 5 Stars
Really good design & easy to use. I smoke menthols so I was a little skeptical on the e-liquid taste but I have to say it does the trick. thumbs up!

Thank you go! iGo3 is the best electronic cigarette I have tried!

In the News

Tobacco Bans May Lead to E-cig Boom

With tobacco cigarettes being banned from most public places can e-cigs take over? Or will the government doom e-cigs just as bad for people as traditional tobacco? Hopefully more research is done and we can assume that e-cigs are a better alternative.

Read More>

States’ E-cig Taxes Take Center Stage

Here come the taxes! Hopefully they wont destroy our beloved e-cigs before they get a chance to shine. With states like Montana imposing 95% tax rates and ridiculous sanctions we can only hope other states will recognize this and implement more reasonable taxes with no sanctions.

Read More>

Bitcoin or E-cigs? Which is more evil?

There is a strong correlation between e-cigs and bitcoin, both have been demonized in the press. The research being done on these topics is minimal at best with media outlets regurgitating bad press. The truth is neither are evil.

Read More>

CONTACT US

Support:
Support@GoElectronicCigarette.com
Go! Electronic Cigarette
279 Front St
Binghamton, NY 13905
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BE OUR FRIENDS

Like us FACEBOOK
Join our circle GOOGLE +1
Follow us TWITTER
Follow us PINTEREST
Follow us INSTAGRAM
Subscribe on YOUTUBE

SHOP ON YOUR MOBILE DEVICE!

Search GO E-CIG in your app store or DOWNLOAD THE APP HERE

Android app on Google play
Why Are Electronic Cigarettes Becoming More Popular?

There are more and more smokers switching from regular cigarettes to electronic cigarettes. In fact, there are approximately one out of every five smokers that have switched to electronic cigarettes, or at least tried them. This is an increase over three years ago, where research discovered that only one in ten adult smokers were using or had tried e-cigarettes. There are many factors that contribute to the increased use of electronic cigarettes over traditional cigarettes. This includes health concerns, financial savings and doctor recommendations.

Health Concerns

For years, health organizations have been preaching that cigarettes are bad for you, particularly when it comes to your lungs. Although the e-cigarette has not changed anyone’s opinion on traditional cigarettes, a new topic has been brought to the table. That is, that electronic cigarettes are better for you and have minimal to no effect on your lungs. This is because there is no smoke involved with electronic cigarettes. You are only inhaling vapor, which can contain nicotine. This vapor is similar to the steam you experience during a warm shower and does not have a negative impact on your lungs. This is one of the main reasons electronic cigarettes are gaining popularity.

Financial Savings

Smoking traditional cigarettes can cost several hundred dollars per month. With that said, the initial startup of an electronic cigarette ‘pack’ can seem quite expensive. In actuality, however, this is not the case. Individuals who have switched to electronic cigarettes have found that they are actually saving money compared to when they purchased traditional cigarettes. For instance, a cartridge for an electronic cigarette may cost around $50 and is equal to about 40 cigarettes. Although that would make it about $10 per traditional pack, you tend to use less of the e-cigarette than you would a traditional cigarette and nothing is wasted.

Doctor Recommendations

Surprisingly, electronic cigarettes are being recommended by physicians, particularly due to the health benefits over regular cigarettes. In addition, although it is not proven, doctors are using e-cigarettes as a smoking cessation method, as you can gradually reduce the nicotine intake, by choosing a brand that has different levels of nicotine cartridges. As you can see, there are many reasons why the electronic cigarette industry is currently booming. There are many benefits to ‘vaping’ as opposed to smoking.

The next time you want a cigarette, opt for the electronic cigarette, and you too, can become a part of the increased popularity of electronic cigarettes.

Author Bio: Christopher is a vaping jedi bringing you the latest and greatest developments in the vaping community.

Connect with Christopher Malphrus on Google+

Check Out The Go Electronic Cigarette Facebook Page

Check Out The Go Electronic Cigarette Google+ Page

Toll Free: 1-888-382-5257

Email Christopher@goelectroniccigarette.com

Go Electronic Cigarette